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Of the cartoonish realities we unquestioningly encounter in this world, the 
existence of a Leap Day is among the most delightfully absurd. Since 1852, 
astronomers have recognized that the Earth’s revolution around the sun 
requires 365 days plus an additional six hours.[1] 
(applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-
F3163B728478#_edn1) Thus, in order to correct the calendar, every 
fourth year, an additional day is tacked on to the end of February as a 
leap day.[2] (applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-
F3163B728478#_edn2) Although many have contemplated the effects that 
having a Leap Day birthday might have on one’s life and psyche[3] 
(applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-
F3163B728478#_edn3), there exist a myriad of logistical and legal 
problems associated with this extra day as well.[4] 
(applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-
F3163B728478#_edn4) In particular, the legal field frequently encounters 
complications caused by leap days in the calculation of statutes of 
limitation, criminal sentences, and age determination disputes.
In enforcing compliance with the Rules of Civil Procedure, courts generally 
apply one of two theories to calculating dates.[5] 
(applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-
F3163B728478#_edn5) In applying the “calendar method,” some courts have held that years are measured as any consecutive 365-day period, 
regardless of the beginning and ending date.[6] (applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-F3163B728478#_edn6) Under this theory, a leap day 
acts to “shorten” a statute of limitations. Other courts have instead applied the “anniversary method,” which finds that “the last day for accomplishing an act 
is the anniversary date of the period’s commencement, which would make any one-year period encompassing a leap day 366 days.”[7] 
(applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-F3163B728478#_edn7) Thus, courts have found that leap days need not affect the calculation of interest 
rates[8] (applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-F3163B728478#_edn8), the time limit required for an appeal[9] (applewebdata://E0F1253A-
88A6-4650-B3D6-F3163B728478#_edn9), or accrual of spousal survivorship benefits.[10] (applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-
F3163B728478#_edn10)
/
In the criminal sentencing context, courts treat leap days with less flexibility. Generally, criminal sentencing abides strictly by the “anniversary method,” 
which finds that a year is a twelve month period commencing on the first day of the sentence and ending on the same day of the same month in the 
subsequent year.[11] (applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-F3163B728478#_edn11) Courts often refer to the language of sentencing being in 
years, rather than days, to rationalize the inclusion of leap days within the sentence.[12] (applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-
F3163B728478#_edn12) However, in the case of Habibi v. Holder, the Ninth Circuit held that when a defendant is sentenced to a prison term of one year, 
the sentence is for 365 days, regardless of whether or not it takes place during a leap year.[13] (applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-
F3163B728478#_edn13)
In regard to birthdates, although not confined to leap day birthdates, the common law rule was that a person attains majority on the day directly preceding 
his 21st birthday.[14] (applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-F3163B728478#_edn14) This rule did not just apply to reaching majority, but also 
to the calculation of age for purposes of levying poll taxes.[15] (applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-F3163B728478#_edn15) At present, this 
is the same rule used by the Social Security Administration to calculate the termination of a child’s insurance benefits.[16] (applewebdata://E0F1253A-
88A6-4650-B3D6-F3163B728478#_edn16)
Nationally, little consistency exists among the courts’ treatment of leap days in both civil and criminal contexts. The Supreme Court has not addressed this 
issue since 1935, when it considered a case in admiralty about a failure to pay timely wages.[17] (applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-
F3163B728478#_edn17) With over 10,000 babies anticipated to be born in the U.S.[18] (applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-B3D6-
F3163B728478#_edn18) and over 1,200 federal suits anticipated to be filed on this year’s leap day[19] (applewebdata://E0F1253A-88A6-4650-
B3D6-F3163B728478#_edn19), the frequency of leap day issues will only grow in complexity and confusion until the Court provides clarity on how 
exactly we count a leap day.
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